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These times more than any in recent memory have 

created tremendous uncertainty, but also opportunity: 

the chance to truly rethink the way we work, learn, 

create, and collaborate. Time will provide more clarity, 

but one thing is already clear. Our future spaces  

will be flexible environments where physical and 

digital converge.

Stylex is designing for this tomorrow. Supporting 

transformation and technology, our modular offerings 

with integrated power can successfully reconfigure 

a space, while our screens provide separation and 

privacy throughout. Our tables and seating, both task 

and lounge, support meetings and videoconferencing, 

helping users stay connected. What’s more, these 

solutions cater to all scales. They coordinate well with 

each other and serve every type of environment and 

work style. 

Our commitment to aesthetics and engineering has 

sparked collaborations with a diverse roster of talent, 

resulting in products that are as beautiful as they 

are useful. Among the latest additions, Free Address, 

created in collaboration with Gensler, comprises  

a suite of pieces that can outfit a single workstation  

or entire floor. Underline, by LucidiPevere, provides  

a wide variety of comfortable and coordinating  

side seating. 

Finally, we are continually increasing our product 

offering on CET Designer. The Stylex extension now 

includes many of our lounge, seating, table, and screen 

collections; it also features innovative time-saving 

features such as one-click customization, drag-and-

drop typicals, and auto-generated pricing. In addition, 

we have built a dedicated team to help you realize 

your vision. 

No matter how the coming weeks and months unfold, 

Stylex furnishings can create a space that helps you 

thrive. To learn more and to view the full range of 

Stylex solutions, all of which are made in the U.S.A., 

visit our website, stylexseating.com.

Open Office

Agile Learning

Hands-On Ideation

Flexible Collaboration

Public Spaces

Co-Working Zones

Welcoming Spots

Above  Free Address with Underline counter-height stools

Front Cover  Free Address with Obair tables and Underline armchairs, Free Address with Dela bar-height stools

Back Cover  Verve chairs at Free Address tables with privacy screens, Still screens and Free Address with Trim tables
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Color Play

Milk  

(MK)

Red  

(RD)

Soft Blue  

(SB)

Nickel  

(NK)

Black Twilight  

(BT)

Sand  

(SD)

Red Orange  

(RO)

Blue  

(BL)

Brass  

(BR)

Black Matte  

(BM)

Pale Yellow  

(PY)

Rusty Red  

(RR)

Navy  

(NV)

Taupe  

(TP)

Yellow  

(YW)

Dusty Pink  

(DP)

Light Grey  

(LG)

Dark Bronze  

(DB)

Orange  

(OR)

Meadow Green  

(MG)

Champagne  

(CP)

Dark Grey  

(DG)

Terracotta  

(TC)

Forest Green  

(FG)

Metallic Silver  

(MS)

Textured Slate  

(TS)

Never underestimate the transformative power  

of color. The right shade can personalize a product  

and awaken the senses, improving one’s focus and 

feelings of well-being. The right combination can 

brand a space and tell its story, with the hues as 

emotional and evocative as any words.

We understand this power. Our pieces can be powder 

coated in a choice of 26 rich tones, each selected 

to playfully complement a wide variety of materials 

and spaces. So, whether your palette is subtle and 

subdued or saturated and striking, our color options 

allow for a truly unique design expression. 

Above  Cove high back lounge chairs with Trim coffee tables
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Right  Free Address with Obair tables and Dela armchairs

Left  F4 task chairs at Free Address tables with privacy screens

Offering a range of work environments, a flexible office 

lets you flow between dedicated desks, lounge spaces, 

and amenity areas, so you choose the place that best 

suits your style and immediate needs. Screens and 

furnishings of different sizes and heights define the 

various areas, each designed with specific levels of 

quiet and privacy in mind.

Open Office
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Right  Free Address with Trim coffee table and Cove lounge chair

Opposite  Free Address table with Dela bar-height stools



Functional Freedom  A one-stop solution for outfitting 

any size and kind of space, Free Address creates 

dynamic, highly personalized environments for solo 

and collaborative work. Collection components range 

from seating, tables, and privacy screens to lockers, 

planters, and cubbies; together, they accommodate 

a range of activities as varied as heads-down focus 

and impromptu lunch gatherings. All Free Address 

elements are designed on a 15”x15” grid so that 

layouts are easy to customize without sacrificing 

visual or functional cohesion. To support different 

levels of activity, many of the pieces come in varying 

heights. Components may also be ganged to suit use 

and footprint. Available in a wide array of textiles, 

wood veneers, laminates, and finishes, the Free 

Address collection helps you realize your ideal layout. 

Stylex collaborated with Gensler, serving as a product 

design consultant, for Free Address. 

— Free Address is available in CET

Free 
Address

10      stylexseating.com/free-address 11
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Above  Free Address with Underline bar-height stools

Opposite Top  F4 task chairs at Free Address tables with 

privacy screens

Opposite Bottom  Free Address seating with lockers
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Center/Front Right  Free Address with Obair tables, Underline 

counter-height stools, Underline armless chairs and Verve chairs

Rear Right  Yoom lounge with Trim pull-up tables

Left  Verve bar-height stools with Obair bar-height tables

Rear Left  Cove high back lounge chairs with Adorn coffee tables

Furnishings are key to creating agile environments 

that support how students learn and socialize. 

Combine sofas and upholstered armchairs, for 

example, to fashion a lounge for seminars and  

reading. Or pair tables and chairs of different heights  

to produce collaborative and solo work zones.  

Our offerings also consider color, with pieces  

available in subtle hues that calm and vibrant  

shades that invigorate.

Agile Learning
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Below  Cove high back lounge chairs with Adorn coffee table

Opposite  Free Address tables with Underline armless chairs



Clutch Player  A seating solution that can seamlessly 

shift from dining areas to conference rooms to executive 

offices, Underline offers users the flexibility they need 

coupled with the aesthetic they seek. The collection of 

upholstered stools, task chairs, and occasional seats is 

visually cohesive, sharing the same elegantly curved 

frame and distinctive understructure to enhance 

the play between fabric and finish. Chairs may be 

made with or without arms. Low-back counter and 

bar stools may be specified with or without swivel. 

Available in a wide range of upholsteries with a choice 

of five bases, two base materials, and 32 finishes. 

Underline was designed by LucidiPevere.

—  Underline will be available in CET at launch,  

visit stylexseating.com/underline for timing.

Underline

18      stylexseating.com/underline 19
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Center/Front Right  Yoom lounge with Trim pull-up and coffee tables

Center Right  Free Address tables with casters, Verve chairs and 

Still screens

Front Left  Free Address tables with planters and Click task chairs

Rear Left  Verve counter-height stools with Free Address tables  

on casters

To foster creativity, a space should address all aspects 

of solo and group activity. A flexible set-up including 

portable seating and high and low tables can flex 

from concept meetings to rapid prototyping without 

skipping a beat—or requiring a call to facilities.

Hands-On 
Ideation
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Above  Click task chairs at Free Address tables with privacy screens, wrapped by Still screens

Opposite  Verve counter-height stools with Free Address tables on casters



Simply Sophisticated  Click is an everyday hero, 

a straightforward, stylish task chair that offers 

exceptional comfort and performance. Its dynamic 

mesh back and seat gently cradle the body throughout 

a range of positions, while a single handle on the 

chair’s undercarriage adjusts the seat to a perfect 

height. Available in a choice of four colors, Click’s 

lightweight plastic frame and matching star-shaped 

base sit on casters, allowing the chair to move with 

ease. Click may be specified with or without arms  

and with fabric or leather COM. Suited to workstations, 

conference areas, and home offices, the chair is  

a streamlined alternative to today’s highly intricate 

task seating. Click was designed by Mark Kapka and 

Todd Yetman.

—  Click will be available in CET at launch,  

visit stylexseating.com/click for timing.

Click

24      stylexseating.com/click 25
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Front Right  Free Address with tablet tables, Verve counter-height 

stools, Adorn side tables, and Cove coffee table

Rear Right  Free Address tables with Click task chairs

Opposite  Obair table with Underline chairs on casters and Still screens

For a focused brainstorming session, a private space 

with task chairs and a whiteboard might suit. If it’s  

a casual catch-up, a coffee at a high table could do. 

And for an all-hands meeting? Gather the team in  

the lounge and use the high ledge behind the sofa to  

create a second row of seating. After all, our furnishing 

solutions are designed to be multi-use and easily scaled.

Flexible 
Collaboration
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Above  Obair table with Underline chairs on casters and Still screens

Opposite  Click task chairs



Separate Ways  Offering the functionality of a  

traditional panel system with an extra touch of tailored 

elegance, Still upholstered screens create privacy 

and separation in open floor plans. Models may be 

specified in three heights, four widths, and with two 

corner options; they feature integrated power to fuel 

solo and group work. Upholstery choices range from 

refined woven textiles to bleach-cleanable fabrics, 

while the screen’s metal bases may be powder  

coated in an array of 26 colors. Endlessly flexible,  

Still addresses the evolving needs of an environment’s 

users, from carving out a conference area to directing 

the flow of traffic through a space. Still was designed 

by Fig40.

— Still is available in CET

Still

30      stylexseating.com/still 31
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Front Right  Share benches with Trim pull-up tables

Rear Right  NYC Wrap-Over with Adorn coffee tables and  

Dela lounge chairs, Cove lounge chairs with Cove coffee table

Front Left  Nestle dining chairs with Obair café tables

Rear Left  Cove high back lounge chairs with Cove coffee tables

Public spaces are our new offices, the places where 

we work and meet. No longer is the usual hospitality—

comfortable seats, tables for beverages, and a reliable 

wi-fi connection—enough; users require new levels of 

utility and refinement. Our lounge solutions achieve 

just that, with integrated power for charging laptops 

and sophisticated finishes that set the right tone.

Public Spaces
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Above  Cove high back lounge chairs with Cove coffee table

Opposite  Share lounge with Cove lounge chairs, Cove coffee tables 

and Adorn side tables



Private Moments  Comfortable and visually striking, 

Cove lounge chairs make personal meetings and 

focused work easier in open spaces. Cove features  

a bowl-like seat that supports multiple postures, with 

room to spare for a laptop or cup of coffee; the new 

high back offers the same, but also provides an extra 

level of visual and aural privacy. Each Cove chair 

may stand alone, be arranged in small groups, or be 

complemented with an ottoman. Six base options in 

an array of 31 wood, metal, and powder-coat finishes 

ensure attractive flexibility. Cove was designed by 

Stylex’s Brandon Walker.

—  Cove lounge will be available in CET at launch,  

visit stylexseating.com/cove-lounge for timing.

Cove
Lounge

36      stylexseating.com/cove-lounge 37
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Front Right  Free Address with Obair tables and Underline armchairs 

Front Left  Free Address with Obair tables and Dela side chairs

Rear  Free Address booth seating with planters

To help users be the most productive, furnishings 

must support work styles ranging from focused and 

solo to expansive and collaborative. They also must 

suit a variety of postures, including lounge, seated, and 

standing. Stylex’s offerings effortlessly bridge these 

needs. Options such as open and lockable cabinets 

further cater to users who frequently visit a given space.

Co-Working 
Zones
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Above  Free Address booth seating with planters and Obair table

Opposite  Underline pedestal bar-height stools



Endlessly Customizable  A seating design that nods to 

Minimalism, the Bauhaus, and Stylex’s storied history 

of metalwork, the Dela collection comprises seven 

models: a task chair, stools in two heights, and lounge 

and guest chairs with and without arms. Each has a 

plywood shell and tubular steel frame. Each also can 

be dressed up or down according to needs and budget, 

with shell options including fully upholstered,  

finished plywood back with upholstered seat as 

well as finished plywood back and seat. Add that 

to multiple fabric and finish options, and it’s clear 

that the Dela collection plays well in most any 

environment. Dela was designed by Stylex’s  

Brandon Walker.

— Dela is available in CET

Dela

42      stylexseating.com/dela 43
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From hotel lobbies to corporate lounges, successful 

hospitality environments center around the guest.  

Key is a comfortable place to touchdown and plug  

in or wind down and unplug, as the need may be. Our 

collection of screens, tables, and upholstered seating 

work together to fulfill these needs in formal and 

informal settings—and in the most welcoming ways.

Welcoming 
Spots

Front Left  Yoom lounge with Trim pull-up tables

Rear Right  Dela lounge chairs with Adorn side table  

and Still screens



Fluidly Flexible  Trim reflects contemporary work 

habits, with hot-desking and multipurpose spaces 

replacing designated areas and fixed design schemes. 

Available in six widths and seven heights, this updated 

take on the classic nesting table features a choice of 

closed or open tubular steel base. The former allows 

for a more traditional function, while the latter permits 

the tables to be layered over each other or positioned 

close to a seated user. Trim’s surface options 

range from hardwoods and powder-coated steel 

to Caesarstone and back-painted glass, selections 

reflecting the heterogenous nature of today’s interiors, 

where multiple materials harmoniously relate. Trim 

was designed by Chris Adamick.

— Trim is available in CET

Trim

46      stylexseating.com/trim 47



For more than six decades, Stylex has produced 

seating, tables, storage, and lounge systems  

renowned for their aesthetics, performance, and  

value. We collaborate with a global roster of talent 

to create modular, scalable solutions. Our products 

utilize the company’s deep expertise in upholstery  

and metalwork; all serve the ever-changing needs  

of workplaces as well as healthcare, hospitality,  

and educational environments. Made in the U.S.  

from sustainable materials, Stylex products  

add beauty and function to any space.

stylexseating.com©2021 Stylex  /  Delanco, NJ


